Introduction
An operator acting on a Banach space is said to be unicellular if its lattice of invariant subspaces is totally ordered by inclusion. Each weighted shift on a sequence space has a natural totally ordered set of invariant subspaces, and is unicellular if these are its only invariant subspaces.
Let I", 1 ^ p < oo be the space of all complex sequences/= {<t> n }™= 0 for which £ " % \4> n \" converges. For such a sequence, define ||/|| p = ( £ " % l^l") 1 ". Let /°° be the space of all bounded complex sequences, and C° the subspace of /°° consisting of all null sequences. For a bounded sequence/ = {<£"}"=<)> define 11/||^ = sup n \<j) n \. Each l p , 1 % p < oo is a separable Banach space with norm || ||p. With || 11^ as norm, l°° is a non-separable Banach space and C° is a separable Banach subspace.
For each non-negative integer n, let e n be the sequence having 1 in the «'th place and 0 elsewhere. Clearly each e n is in each of the spaces /°°, C°, and I", and in the separable spaces C° and l p , the e n form a Schauder basis.
To each complex sequence a = {a n }^°= 0 in Z 00 there corresponds a linear operator A which maps each of the spaces /°°, C° and l p into itself and is defined by the equations:
Ae n = x n e n+l , n ^ 0.
The boundedness of the sequence a ensures that A is bounded. Such an operator A is called a weighted shift and the sequence a is called the weight sequence. Let 39 be any one of the sequence spaces /°°, C° or I". For each non-negative integer k, let M k be the subspace of 3$ spanned by {e k , e k+l , e k + 2 , • • "}• Clearly the M k are invariant under the weighted shift A (acting on &) and are totally ordered by inclusion:
For each k let P k be the orthogonal projection onto M k . Since P k -P k +i has rank 1, A is unicellular only if its only invariant subspaces are {0} and the M k .
A basic problem of weighted shifts is to find a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of the weighted sequence a (or some related sequence), for [2] On the unicellularity of weighted shifts 343 unicellularity of the corresponding weighted shift. The first examples of a unicellular and a non-unicellular weighted shift were given by Donoghue [3] and Beurling [1] respectively. In each case the underlying space is the Hilbert space I 2 . In Donoghue's example the weights are a n = 2~", and in Beurling's they are a n = 1. Nikolskii [7] and [8] has extended Donoghue's work and has obtained the following sufficient condition for unicellularity of a weighted shift on any of the spaces l p , 1 < p < oo.
THEOREM (Nikolskii) . , then it is unicellular if it satisfies condition (i) only. Gellar [4] has studied weighted shifts on certain types of Banach spaces and has obtained sufficient conditions for unicellularity of these. In this paper we find reasonably simple sufficient conditions for unicellularity of weighted shifts acting on the spaces C° and I". We find that because /°° is nonseparable, there are no unicellular weighted shifts acting on that space.
Preliminaries
Let 88 be any one of the spaces /°°, C° or l p , and suppose that A is a weighted shift operator acting on 88. For each / in 38, let *€{/) be the least subspace of 88 which contains/and is invariant under A. It is easily seen that *?(/) = span {.4"/}"%.
(The span of a set means the smallest closed linear subspace containing that set.) To each non-zero/= {/"}"= 0 in 88 there corresponds a unique non-negative integer k(f) with the properties: / \ ( / ) / = / a n d A(/j + i / # / ; Hf) is simply the least integer k for which f k is non-zero. Clearly, for each non-zero/, # ( / ) <= M k(r> and and we have LEMMA 
A necessary and sufficient condition that the weighted shift A be unicellular is that for each non-zero f in 88, we have *&{/) = M k^.
This lemma shows that there are no unicellular weighted shifts on /°°. For if
For a given weighted shift A, let
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009800
In terms of A, lemma 2.1 is:
The weighted shift A is unicellular if and only if A is the set of all non-negative integers.
This condition can be altered slightly to the following: LEMMA 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the weighted shift A be unicellular is that A be infinite.
PROOF. By lemma 2.1 this condition is necessary. To prove sufficiency choose an integer r in A, r > 0, and choose g in 38 satisfying k(g) = r-1. We know that V(g) = span {A"g}? =0 . Now span {A n g}^l = span {A"(Ag)}^0, andk(Ag) = r. So by the hypothesis span {A"g}™ =i = M r . Now span {g, M r } = M r _ ! , so it soon follows that ^(g) = M r^1 , and this is true for any g satisfying k{g) = r-1. We see that r in A implies r-1 is also in A. Since A is infinite it follows that A contains each non-negative integer. So lemma 2.1 applies and shows that A is unicellular.
REMARK. To prove unicellularity of Donoghue's operator, i.e. the weighted shift D with weights «" = 2~", it is sufficient to prove that = M 0 whenever k{f) = 0. This is because
where U is the weighted shift whose weights are all equal to 1, n and k are any non-negative integers and / is any vector in 38. This implies
for any non-negative integer k and for any / in 38. Since (2.3) is not always true when D is replaced by any other weighted shift, such a simplification is not possible in the general case. If one of the weights, <x" say, is zero then e" is an eigenvector of A. So a uni cellular weighted shift has no zero weight. Henceforth we assume that each weight a" of the weighted shift A is non-zero. For each n let z" = A"e 0 and let S" = ||z"||. We have:
Also z n = S n X n e n , where each X n has modulus 1, and in terms of the z" A is defined by:
We now assume that @i is one of the separable spaces C° or l". For each non-zero / i n 38, we can write / = Yj=Mf)ft z n a n c * this series converges in norm t o / . We identify each non-zero / in 38 with a certain linear transformation f(A), defined in the following way:
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009800 [4] On the unicellularity of weighted shifts 345 We now consider certain uniformly closed algebras of operators acting on 3S which are related to A.
For each k we have P k AP k = AP k , and more generally, for any polynomial p with zero constant term:
For each k let ssf k be the uniform closure of the set of all polynomials in AP k whose constant terms are zero. Then each srf k is a commutative Banach algebra of operators mapping 8$ into M k . It follows from (2.8) that if Q is in M o , then QP k is in M k for each k. If A is quasinilpotent, then so is each AP k and each jtf k is a radical algebra. For the theory of the radical in a commutative Banach algebra, see for example [5] , §4.
Let Q = {r : k(f) = r+1 implies f(A)AP r is in s/ r ). We shall prove the following LEMMA 
If Q is infinite then A is unicellular.
PROOF. Choose any r in Q and any g in 38 for which k(g) = r. Then g = g r z r +f where &(/) = r+1, and use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009800
g(A) = (g r l+ £ g,A'-')P r
Since AP r -P r+1 AP r , 
The main theorem
We now impose restrictions on the weight sequence a = {<*"}"= 0 of the weighted shift A so that the conditions of lemma 2.9 are fulfilled. From (2.4) we see that a restriction on the sequence {|a n |}n°=o is also a restriction on the sequence {5 n }^°= 0 . Since |a n | = S n+l /S n the converse is also true.
If v(A) denotes the spectral radius of the weighted shift A, then on each of spaces C° and /" (3.1)
v(A) = lim(sup r |a r a r + 1 ... r + n _ 1 | 1 / ").
n-» oo
In terms of {£"}"% this is: use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009800 [6] On the unicellularity of weighted shifts 347
PROOF. First note that P"jP«r)ll = sup |a r a ( + 1 • • • «,+"_!! = sup S t+ JS t .
We shall show that each of the integers, whose existence is guaranteed by (ii), is in Q. Thus Q is infinite, and by lemma 2.9 A is unicellular.
Choose such an integer r, and choose/in 0) for which k(f)= r+l. We next obtain estimates for the norm of (X N -X N .)z n in the various sequence spaces. For n not less than r,
We now assume that N' is greater than t(r). Since S n+t = (5 n + t /5 r + ,)S r + r , it follows that The second hypothesis of the theorem implies that the first factor on the right in each of (3.8), (3.9) , and (3.10) is finite. Because/is in the space l p , 1 < p < oo, I 1 and C° respectively, in each case the second term approaches zero as N' becomes large. So it follows that if the underlying space 38 is any of the spaces C° or l p , 1 ^ p < со, then the corresponding sequence {X N }^= 1 is Cauchy in ë/ ă . Since is complete, it contains the limit ^Łf =r+x f t A'~r)P r . This limit is f(A)AP r , so by earlier remarks the theorem is proved. . We shall show that this condition, with condition (ii) of theorem 3.3, implies that A is quasinilpotent. So condition (i) of the theorem could be replaced by the necessary condition: liminf" Si 1 " = 0. To prove this suppose that A is not quasinilpotent; then neither is AP k for any k. So for any ę there is some positive <5 and for some positive integer N such that | |^" Л 1 | 1 / Л > 5 for each n > N. Since lim inf" S" 1/n = 0, for any r Stf, < <5/2 for infinitely many n. So |\A"P k \\ > 2"S n+r for infinitely many n. Thus {\\A"P k \\IS n+r }^0 is not bounded for any r and any ę so condition (ii) of the theorem is not fulfilled.
It is not known if every unicellular weighted shift is necessarily quasinilpotent.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009800 [8] On the unicellularity of weighted shifts 349 EXAMPLE 3.11. Consider the weighted shift A with weights a n given by:
(1 if n = 2", p = 1, 2, 3, • • • a n = 2-( 2 "" 1 ) if n = 2 p + l , p = 1, 2, 3, • • • 12"" otherwise.
We suppose that A acts on any of the spaces C° and / p , 1 fk P < oo. There is no positive integer r such that all the arithmetic subsequences with constant difference r are monotonic, so Nikolskii's condition does not apply. So for each n S n ^ 2-" ( "-1 ) / 2 , and for positive n a n d k , \\A n P k \\ ^ 2-^-so \\A n \\ l l B ^ 2-( "-1 ) ( "-2 ) / 2 " -^ 0 as n -• oo. Thus A is quasinilpotent. Also for any positive r, let t(r) = r + 2. Then So {||^"/», (r) ||/S' n+r }^0 =0 is bounded and in each /", 1 ^ p < oo. The theorem shows that on each of the spaces C° and I", 1 <; p < oo, the weighted shift is unicellular.
It can be shown that theorem 3.3 includes Nikolskii's sufficient condition. Example 3.11 shows that they are not equivalent.
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